
VICTORIAN

The new design world from HÜPPE





The VICTORIAN design world is representative and familiar. It draws 

from a rich wealth of historical decoration. Stonemasons, artists and 

sculptors have perfected their crafts over generations and handed them 

down to the next generation. VICTORIAN is an homage to the craft and 

to the romantic baths of the early 20th century.
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HÜPPE Studio victorian

Nomen est omen: The new HÜPPE Studio victorian swing door series combines 
attractive, classic Victorian design with the highest quality and uncompromising 
functionality. 
· The decorative frame in high shiny gold or warm bronze gives your bathroom an 
 harmonic, romantic tone.
· The gently rounded glass surfaces are a joy to behold. There is a choice of six 
 stylish decor variants - satin or clear with easy-maintenance Anti-Plaque finish.
· The striking bow-shaped handles inside and out ideally convey the historic 
 theme of the HÜPPE Studio victorian.
· The HÜPPE Studio victorian can be flexibly adapted to any shower shape - as a 
 square, quadrant, recess or bathtub solution.

HÜPPE Studio victorian quadrant swing door with fixed segments, decor 
clear 

HÜPPE Studio victorian swing door corner entry with fixed segments, decor clear grace

Hinge high shiny gold Hinge bronze

Handle high shiny gold
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HÜPPE Studio victorian swing door with fixed segment and additional 
section in recess, frozen grace
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HÜPPE Enjoy victorian
sliding door, 2-section corner entry, decor clear imperial
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Wall attachment  
gold matt

Handle gold matt

Wall attachment 
bronze

HÜPPE Enjoy victorian swing door with side panel, decor frozen grace

HÜPPE Enjoy victorian quadrant sliding door, decor clear 

A high-quality showpiece for your bathroom: with its uncompromising 
design and high-quality effect, the exclusive HÜPPE Enjoy victorian sliding 
and pivoting door series will attract the looks of admirers. 
· The elegant, surrounding frame - available in matt gold or classic bronze  
 - combines reliable functionality with royal opulence.
· The striking bow-shaped handles emphasize the prestigious appearance, 
 offering “luxury you can feel”.
· The HÜPPE Enjoy victorian series turns any bathroom into a place of  
 treasures - as a square, quadrant, recess or bathtub solution.
· Six high-quality glass and decor variants complete the wide range of 
 options.

HÜPPE Enjoy victorian
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HÜPPE Design victorian

Lustrous or not, the shiny HÜPPE Design victorian swing door series lets your bathroom radiate 
bright high-gloss silver uncompromisingly. Your specific preferences will be particularly eye-
catching:  
· The elegant frame with chrome-look surface gives off an aura of unobtrusive elegance.
· The striking bow-shaped handles are a decorative design statement - also made of high-quality  
 chrome of course.  
· The HÜPPE Design victorian can be adapted to any bathroom layout: there are numerous 
 square, quadrant and pentagonal shower tray solutions available.
· The HÜPPE Design victorian series also offers an impressively varied selection of glass types: its  
 six stylish decors will meet every expectation.

HÜPPE Design victorian Swing door corner entry with fixed segments, decor frozen grace

HÜPPE Design victorian Swing door in recess, 
decor clear 

HÜPPE Design victorian Two-way door in recess,  
decor frozen imperial 

Handle chrome



HÜPPE Design victorian swing door with fixed segment and side 
panel, decor clear grace
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PR Em I u m gL A SS DECOR S

While clear glass enhances the bathroom visually and offers the highest degree of transparency, stylish decors 
offer trusted privacy. Select your favorite decor and create y our very own shower experience.

HÜPPE clear grace 
 
Romantic flower motif on 
transparent glass for an even 
lovelier shower bathroom

HÜPPE frozen grace  
 
Transparent floral motif on satin 
glass for a decorative look with 
restricted visibility

HÜPPE frozen imperial  
 
Satin finish glass with a trans-
parent frame for undisturbed 
showering pleasure

HÜPPE clear imperial  
 
The attractive frame for 
showering pleasure with  
optimum transparency
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HÜPPE gmbH 
Industriestraße 3, D-26160 Bad Zwischenahn, Tel. +49 44 03/67-0, Fax +49 44 03/67-100
e-mail hueppe@hueppe.com

www.hueppe.com
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